Adaptive Single Sign-on Services
Secure Access Everywhere
Successfully managing access in today’s digital world presents significant challenges, especially
now that stolen access credentials are the leading cause of data breaches. Recognized as a leader
by Gartner®, Forrester® and KuppingerCole, Idaptive’s cloud-based identity-as-a-service (IDaaS)
solution allows users to securely access all the application and services they need with only one set
of credentials.

Managing Access is the Problem
PASSWORD SPRAWL REDUCES USER PRODUCTIVITY

With growing application access, users are resorting to password
sharing and reuse, exposing corporate data to attacks based on
compromised credentials. Compounding this issue is an exponential
increase in helpdesk calls and tickets for password resets —
reducing IT productivity and user satisfaction.
IDENTITY SILOS IN SAAS AND CLOUD CREATE SECURITY CHALLENGES

A multi-cloud strategy and increased adoption of SaaS apps are
resulting in identity silos, thereby increasing attack surfaces,
overhead and identity sprawl. Instead of local IAM, use centralized
identities and enable federated login into thousands of business
applications such as Box, Workday, Concur, Salesforce and popular
cloud IaaS providers such as AWS.

of account provisioning is not only cumbersome but also leads to
security holes and failed compliance audits if terminated employees
have access to corporate apps and confidential data after they leave.

Smarter and Secure Access
Not only does Idaptive provide an easy-to-manage single sign-on
(SSO) solution for one-click access to all apps - cloud, mobile, and
legacy, but it’s also secure and risk aware. Idaptive SSO uniquely
leverages behavior and user attributes, enabling a frictionless user
experience that is adjusted based on risk, improving productivity
and streamlining low-risk access with adaptive single-sign on.
Idaptive SSO solutions provide security, simplicity and control. IT
gets one place to manage all accounts and devices. Users get single

USER ACCOUNTS AND PASSWORD MANAGEMENT INCREASES
HELPDESK COSTS

Managing and securing access to each individual cloud app and
mobile device means managing unique accounts, passwords, and
policies across hundreds — often thousands — of endpoints and
apps. With so many disparate systems and devices, IT needs a
single solution from which to provision users and manage access
policy across all apps, from any device that is based on user and
device context and risk. Reduce helpdesk volume from forgotten
passwords and device enrollment with user self-service.
MANAGING ACCESS POLICIES AND WORKFLOWS CREATE
COMPLIANCE HEADACHES

With dozens — or hundreds — of apps in use, controlling which users
have access to specific apps becomes unmanageable. Staying on top
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Provide Single Sign-on (SSO) to thousands of pre-configured apps with
Idaptive Application Services

sign-on across cloud and mobile apps from any device anywhere.
Balance tighter security with a seamless user experience through
an integrated set of proven capabilities. Experience smarter access
management with Idaptive.

··

Deploy thousands of built-in cloud and mobile apps instantly.
Add custom apps. Idaptive’s App Catalog includes many preconfigured applications that support protocols like SAML for
SSO and SCIM for provisioning

··

Eliminate separate policy silos. Integrate management of
cloud, mobile and onsite apps

··

Reduce helpdesk tickets for password resets, app requests,
and device management, with user self service and
automated workflows

Security

··

Reduce the security risk of simple, reused and/or improperly
managed passwords

··

Enable secure, remote access to on-premises apps — without
the risks and hassles of VPNs

··

Implement a secure BYOD policy with Idaptive’s integrated
mobile device management. Secure the Idaptive app on
mobile devices by unlocking with NFC, PIN, passcode
or fingerprint

Control

Simplicity

··

··

Prove ROI and show compliance with granular app and device
reporting

··

Enforce user policy from a single authoritative source, applied
across devices, apps, and locations

··

Provide visibility by monitoring access centrally, giving IT
finer controls over the increasing number of users accessing
various applications and services across an entire ecosystem

Save time and resources by simplifying authentication
while enabling identity management from a centralized
location. Users have one credential, IT has consolidated
access and control

F E AT U R E D H I G H L I G H T S

Single
Sign-on

Contextual
Access Management

Secure
Directory Services

App Gateway —
Secure Remote Access

Real-time
Identity Intelligence

STRENGTHEN SECURITY AND
SIMPLIFY AUTHENTICATION

ADAPTIVE
SSO FOR APPS

ENABLE IDENTITY
FEDERATION FROM ANYWHERE

LIMIT ACCESS WITH
DEDICATED, PER-APP GATEWAY

ENSURE
GREATER VISIBILITY

·· Simplify app access with
SSO for all users

·· Improve security by
eliminating reused,
improperly stored
passwords

·· Secure app access with
adaptive MFA based on
device content

·· Leverage machine
learning and analytics
to streamline lowrisk access

·· Simplify legitimate user
access with policy based
on user behavior profiles

·· Optimize end-user
productivity with
contextual controls

·· Use the directory of
your choice

·· Authenticate employees
from credentials in
Active Directory, LDAP
or Google Directory

·· Create and store identity
in the Idaptive Cloud
Directory, and federate
from a single source

·· Reduce attacks by
providing only specific
app access
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to understand IT risk, as
well as user experience

·· Eliminate security gaps

·· Stop threats in progress

with seamless access
policy and MFA

with prioritized, riskbased alerts
from applications

·· Stop breaches that
establish network
foothold via
VPN connections

Idaptive delivers Next-Gen Access, protecting organizations from data breaches through a Zero Trust approach. Idaptive secures access
to applications and endpoints by verifying every user, validating their devices, and intelligently limiting their access. Idaptive Next-Gen
Access is the only industry-recognized solution that uniquely converges single single-on (SSO), adaptive multi-factor authentication
(MFA), enterprise mobility management (EMM) and user behavior analytics (UBA). With Idaptive, organizations experience secure access
everywhere, reduced complexity and have newfound confidence to drive new business models and deliver kick-ass customer experiences.
Over 2,000 organizations worldwide trust Idaptive to proactively secure their businesses. To learn more visit www.idaptive.com.
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·· Build custom dashboards

·· Offer rich tools to drill
into details to better
comprehend access
and events

Ready to learn more?
Please contact us at
hello@idaptive.com

